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At the Santa Fe Ranch Foundation we improve the 

lives of our community members on the Arizona/Mexico 
border by creating high quality outdoor programs. Here 
on our beautiful 5,000 acre ranch, we identify and remove 
barriers to outdoor recreation and education by designing 
programs which are accessible to all. Knowing that the 
presence of a disability can often lead to less participation 
in community activities, we do everything we can to pro-
mote these community members involvement through spe-
cially designed programs at the ranch. For many, the 
ranch has the feeling of a second home.  
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As many of you know I coordinate the special education program here at the ranch. This year I had the chance, 
thanks to my employers, to complete an 8 month program in Animal Assisted Therapy. Through programs such as this 
one, people can apply the proven benefits of animal interactions into their chosen fields. What a difference this can 
make!  

In my studies, I learned alongside physical therapists working to motivate clients with animals, counselors 
working with inmates and dogs to reduce rates of recidivism, and nurses working to make children’s long term hospital 
stays more comfortable and happy.   

Imagine the difference for someone trying to endure a painful rehabilitation when they have a trained animal 
by their side, or the way a hospital room could go from dismal to joyful the moment a pet walks in. All of these pursuits 
are based on proven benefits for people when they receive an animal assisted therapy! And these are just a few of many, 
many examples of the ways animals’ abilities to help people are being employed nationwide.  

Here at the ranch, our group of adults with developmental disabilities interact with our animals year round. 
On any given day you can see someone collecting eggs from the chicken coop, leading a young goat to the bird sanctu-
ary, or simply spending time with a gentle animal in their presence. 

 The elevated feeling of self-worth is evident in the confidence with which participants approach these tasks. 

When we care for an animal it gives us the gift of service!  The opportunity for people to care for another being, whether 

that being is human or not, is a proven source of emotional well-being that is closely connected to quality of life. 

Here are 3 interesting facts I learned this year: 

• The foundation of the practice of animal assisted intervention rests on the unique connection that humans and 

animals can form. This is known as the Human Animal Bond. At the core of every bond are the principles of trust, 

care and understanding.  

• Animals can enhance executive functioning skills, ease transitions, increase frustration tolerance and reduce dis-

tractibility. Physical benefits include the way animals invite and encourage touch in a socially acceptable way. 

• People with disabilities often do not recreate nearly as much as those who are not disabled. Limited opportunities 

to access recreation lead to social isolation which has been associated with poor health. Animal interactions pro-

vide a meaningful way to reduce those risks and improve lives! 

 

As a certified human animal intervention specialist, it is a pleasure to have gained new skills and understanding and 
most of all to put them to use for our community! 

FROM YOUR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ANTONY 
SEDGWICK 

ANIMAL ASSISTED THERAPY BY HILARY FELIX 

It has been a busy past few months here 
at the ranch. Hilary finished her animal 
assisted training and is now certified. 
Dean has secured the ranch a designa-
tion as one of four ranches nationwide 
that are sustainability models by the 
National Cattlemen’s Beef Association. 
Maria has been busy with Las Lagunas 
and keeping the office functioning and 
Yara has been putting the final touches 
on the Anza club’s year.  

 

With the coming of spring we are all 
preparing for our busiest part of the 
year. Spring is a time of new life and 
the ranch is no exception. Field trips 
are being booked for both the ranch 
and Las Lagunas. Arizona Gives Day is 
coming and we are hosting an event at 
the ranch to showcase our programs to 

the community. Project WET a collabo-
ration between the Anza club, 4-H club 
and the University of Arizona that takes 
place at the Nogales High School and is 
the only Water Education Training in 
the nation that is youth led, will provide 
water education to the areas 4th grad-
ers. Anza club members have begun 
voting to choose the members that will 
represent the club on our annual visit 
to San Francisco this summer. 

 

The work that we do in the community 
is possible because of my families com-
mitment to giving. It is through giving 
that we are able to receive. I ask that 
you give this year. Give of your time 
and give of yourself. Support the things 
that you love and they will support you. 
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ARIZONA GIVES 
With the $1500 from our Arizona Gives Day donations in 2017 we 

were able to fund a “barrier-free” design for our animal assisted therapy pro-
gram for adults with special needs.  This program provides meaningful par-
ticipation in the ranch life for 20 adults with developmental disabilities year 
round, free of charge. Through interaction with and care for our plants and 
animals, participants in turn receive the benefits that come from the outdoors 
and the human-animal bond. In addition, we funded supplies such as an as-
sortment of brushes. The variety of sizes, textures, and grips means there is a 
brush to suit everyone’s needs – the impact of this means more independence 
during daily ranch tasks. When people do more for themselves it brightens 
their day and their outlook for the future! 
 

For our new design, our animal pens were revamped under the leader-
ship a local life scout and fellow members of his troop. Fresh white paint with 
highly visible contrasting colors on the gates now allow those with vision im-
pairments to navigate more freely, and again engage in ranch chores with 
greater independence. Our youth also planted trees that will provide in-
creased shade and beauty to our corrals for all those who visit. The outcome 
of this project was an elevated experience for our guests with special needs, 
and an increased sense of empowerment through service on the part of the 
youth. It was an impactful process for all involved! 
 

In 2018, we aim to raise $3000 on Arizona Gives Day. With that mon-
ey we will continue with our barrier free designs by adding new features to 
our chicken coop and multi-sensory garden which will promote independence 
and meet a variety of needs. We will add materials to our outdoor programs 
to extend the learning. Additionally, our goal is to fund the addition of one 
new animal and its care which will be used by our special programs and field 
trips to the ranch. It is our belief that the connection between people, the ani-
mals and outdoors is a powerful one and it is our honor to serve our commu-
nity be providing this important link.  

 
To make a contribution please go to: 
https://www.azgives.org/santaferanchfoundation 

 
With deepest gratitude, 

The Santa Fe Ranch 

Nayo and his Art     Fair Visitors 
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MUSIC AND ART AT THE RANCH BY HILARY 
FELIX 

 This winter what began 

with an expression of interest on 

the part of our special needs’ par-

ticipants in music and art activities 

at the ranch evolved into some-

thing larger when we followed up 

on those interests in a few exciting 

new ways. First of all, the most sig-

nificant part of this new explora-

tion is that it began with the partic-

ipants. We had a couple of music 

and art options for them to engage 

with and quickly discovered that 

these were extremely motivating 

endeavors. When I spoke with staff 

from SCTP to ask their input about 

adding new options, they contrib-

uted background info and encour-

aged this pursuit even further.  

 With that, I eagerly began 

researching instruments and col-

lecting favorite ones on an amazon 

wish list and soon after that the 

proposal was approved and our 

wishes were fulfilled. When the 

instruments arrived, I took each 

one out and admired it, feeling the 

excitement that comes when you 

know you’re about to share some-

thing joyful with others. To maxim-

ize the benefits of these new mate-

rials, we decided to conduct an in-

service with SCTP staff to discuss 

in advance all the benefits and 

strategies these items could bring. 

I’m so grateful to Tony for being 

“translator extraordinaire” and 

bringing his enthusiasm to the pro-

ject. We had a great time partner-

ing with SCTP who are always sup-

portive of these collaborations, and 

spent an afternoon sharing about 

how to introduce new learning ma-

terials to those with special needs.  

 The first day of introducing 

the instruments to the participants 

at the ranch was one of my memo-

rable to date. The staff arrived hav-

ing already viewed the instruments 

at the training and knowing which 

ones their clients would be most 

likely to try. The engagement of the 

group was beyond what I’d hoped 

and several of those who are some-

times most hesitant to participate 

were exploring the instruments 

almost immediately. 

 Since that day, we had the 

fortune of partnering with Cassina 

Farley, director of Patagonia Crea-

tive Arts Association, to bring even 

more enriching experiences to our 

guests. Zach Farley, a talented mu-

sician and instrument maker who 

owns “Home Grown Instruments” 

brought his ukuleles, flutes, and an 

assortment of instruments for us to 

listen to and try. Zach has a unique 

approach to instrument making as 

he uses gourds and other natural 

materials and each of his hand 

crafted instruments is a work of 

art. Within minutes of his arrival at 

the ranch, about 20 participants 

and 15 more SCTP staff were up 

making music and dancing, first in 

the barn and then by the corrals.  

 Next up on our agenda 

Cassina will be coming to the ranch 

with studio potter Martha Kelly of 

Shooting Star Pottery for a “clay 

day”.  Getting to join with the Arts 

Association to bring in these new 

events and experts from the com-

munity to share their passion is 

inspiring for all involved.  

 Thank you to everyone for 

supporting this. The new materials 

are all being enjoyed and the 

events are helping extend the 

learning and enjoyment through 

partnership.  
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A Lifetime 
of Service, 
Manfred 
Cripe 

The Santa Fe Ranch is proud to help you get to 

know our longest serving volunteer, Mr. Manfred 

Cripe, a little better. Manfred is responsible for 

the Paula Sedgwick Hummingbird and Butterfly 

Garden that visitors and staff see when they enter 

the ranch headquarters. He has been working on 

the garden since 2005 and it is a highlight for 

many visitors to the ranch. 

Manfred and his family have been an important 

part of the Nogales community for the past 41 

years. He moved here to teach social studies and 

spent 26 of his 30-year teaching career in service 

to the students of the Nogales Unified School Dis-

trict. Prior to becoming a teacher, Manfred 

worked in the Peace Corps in international agri-

culture and taught in Chinle, Arizona. Raised by a 

single mom in poverty, Manfred says he 

“amounted to a helluva lot more than most people 

thought I would!” 

So, what made him connect with the Santa Fe 

Ranch? Well that part of the story gets complicat-

ed. It started way back at Amphitheater High 

School in Tucson in the early 1960’s. He is proud 

to say that he is two months older, but graduated a 

year later than former ranch manager, Ron Fish. 

Part of this may be due to the fact that he spent 

time in six different schools by the sixth grade. He 

fondly recalls Ron sticking up for him and encour-

aging his interests in agriculture during their time 

together at Amphi. They reconnected in the mid 

1980’s when they both realized that they were liv-

ing in the same town. That relationship led to oc-

casional lunches and other encounters and later to 

the rebuilding of a magnificent John Deere tractor 

(more on that story in another issue). When the 

Paula and Cabot Sedgwick Foundation idea was in 

its infancy, Manfred was recruited to start a pro-

ject. 

Manfred has always been interested in plants and 

nature. His interest in hummingbird and butterfly 

plants was in response to the development hap-

pening near his house in Nogales. He saw contrac-

tors clearing land of oak trees and other native 

vegetation and building warehouses. Manfred has 

always held the thought that there are two types of 

people in the world, those that destroy nature and 

those that create nature. Since he was retired, he 

signed up for a Master Gardener Class coordinat-

ed by current ranch manager, Dean Fish. Part of 

the class requirement was to complete a project 

and he chose to work on the ranch garden. Dean, 

seeing his interest in hummingbird and butterfly 

plants, encouraged this and helped to get him the 

resources he needed to implement his idea. 

When asked about what advice he would give to 

the beginning gardener, Manfred says that there 

are a few keys that will help you avoid his mis-

takes. First, understand your microclimate. Be 

conservative in selecting plants for frost tolerance. 

Some areas will get way colder than any newscast-

er will lead you to believe. Secondly, plant a varie-

ty. Use plants that support larval populations as 

well as ones that provide nectar for hummingbirds 

and butterflies. Some of his favorites include the 

Mexican Tree Sunflower and the Baja Fairy Dust-

er. Also, make use of annuals because of the cold 

we sometimes experience here. Zinnias, Cosmos 

Sulphureus and Purple Coneflower are some of his 

favorites that work year in and year out. Eupatori-

um greggii has been a home run for queen butter-

flies. 

In summary, we are grateful that Manfred is a part 

of our ranch family. He has dedicated over 2,500 

hours of service to us over the years. When asked 

about his keys to success, he says that it “is being 

persistent”. Well, we certainly salute your persis-

tence and look forward to sharing the beautiful 

garden with many more visitors and students for 

many years!  
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SANTA FE RANCH 

 

Here at the Santa Fe Ranch we 

believe that history and our 

natural surroundings best teach 

us how to live on and with 

Mother Earth. The Santa Fe 

Ranch Foundation members 

and associates are stewards of 

this land, and we are committed 

to preserving and conserving its 

natural beauty and life. To that 

end, we actively seek ways in 

which we can share with our 

neighbors and our children the 

opportunity to experience this 

wonderful, magical land first-

hand and to understand that we 

are all an integral part of it.  

STAFF 

Antony Sedgwick, Executive Director 

Maria Murrieta, Office Administrator 

Dean Fish, Ranch Manager 

Hilary Felix, Special Education Program Coordinator 

Yara Sanchez, Anza Club 

Julian Delgado, Maintenance Engineer 

Manfred Cripe, Master Volunteer 

J. Anthony Sedgwick, President, Board of Directors 
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